
TRAC  WL Lorch welding carriages
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LORCH TRAC WHEEL 
LORCH TRAC WHEEL is a portable welding carriage for high-quality, reproducible longitudinal and  
curved welding seams. The carriage works both for horizontal and vertical welding seams.  

Typical application areas are long metal structures such as trailer manufacturing and rail vehicles,  
shipyards and large tanks such as truck, oil and water storage tanks.
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TRAC  WLLorch welding carriages

Features and Benefits

 ▪ 4-wheel-drive with magnetic fixation and active control for stable welding speed in all welding positions

 ▪ Constant and reproducible speed control facilitates consistent quality of welds

 ▪ Easy and flexible 3D torch adjustment allows optimal torch position

 ▪ Concave and convex curved welding seams for large tanks possible

 ▪ Comprehensive accessories for welding with two torches and a wide range of different seam geometries

 ▪ Easy connection with welding inverter

 ▪ Robust aluminum housing with only 8 kg ensures easy handling

 ▪ LORCH TRAC WHEEL HS (High Speed) with increased horizontal speed is suitable both for  
speed welding and plasma cutting

 ▪ LORCH TRAC WHEEL BATT (Battery powered) provides additional application flexibility

Specifications

TRAC WL TRAC WL HS TRAC WL BATT

Order No. 453.0001.0 453.0002.0 453.0003.0

Welding position horizontal PA, PB, PC PA, PB, PC PA, PB, PC

Welding position vertical PF - - PF

Curved seam convex R min (mm) 1.000 1.000 1.000

Curved seam concave R min (mm) 1.250 1.250 1.250

Minimum workpiece thickness (mm) 4 4 4

Ground clearance (mm) 4 4 4

Pulling force horizontal (N) 150 150 150

Pulling force vertical (N) 100 - - 100

Torch adjustment range (X/Y) (mm) 35/35 35/35 35/35

Speed horizontal (cm/min) 0-110 5-220 0-110

Speed vertical (cm/min) 0-100 - - 0-100 *

Voltage (V) 230/115 Multivoltage 230/115 Multivoltage 18 DC Batterie

Battery capacity (Ah) - - - - 4,2

Power (W) 20 20 20

Weight, net (kg) 8 8 8,6

Dimensions (L/B/H) (mm) 320x366x277 320x366x277 320x366x277

* when battery fully charged
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TRAC  WL Lorch welding carriages

Continuous welding Dual torch welding Horizontal welding Vertical welding

Convex curved  
welding

Concave curved  
welding

Application spectrum

Manual or machine 
torch welding
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TRAC  WLLorch welding carriages

Horizontal welding Oblique surface welding Vertical welding

Welding of convex geometry Welding of concave geometry

Welding with torch and Flexible 
Track on same side

Welding with torch alongside 
Flexible Track

Welding with torch on opposite 
side of Flexible Track

Curved surface welding

Welding technology Interface to welding Inverter

Remote-
Control
Socket

MIG-MAG TIG-CWTIG
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TRAC WL PRO Lorch welding carriages

LORCH TRAC WHEEL 
PRO 
Lorch Trac Wheel Pro is a portable and programmable welding carriage for extra challenging  
longitudinal and curved welding seams, both horizontally and vertically. Always when it comes  
to stich welding and welding seams with larger dimensions, Lorch Trac Wheel Pro is the right choice. 

Typical application areas are long metal structures such as trailer manufacturing and rail vehicles,  
shipyards and large tanks such as truck, oil and water storage tanks.
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TRAC WL PROLorch welding carriages

Features and Benefits

 ▪ 4-wheel-drive with magnetic fixation and active control for stable welding speed in all welding positions

 ▪ Constant and reproducible speed control facilitates consistent quality of welds

 ▪ Easy and flexible 3D torch adjustment allows optimal torch position

 ▪ Concave and convex curved welding seams for large tanks possible

 ▪ Comprehensive accessories for welding with two torches and a wide range of different seam geometries

 ▪ Easy connection with Lorch welding inverter via Lorch Plug&Weld

 ▪ Welder friendly programming and storage of up to 40 welding and oscillation programs

 ▪ Free adjustment of parameters such as total weld length, weld length, distance between welds  
and other allows flexible definition of welding sequence

 ▪ Increased travel speed inbetween welds saves time

 ▪ Reproducing the exact weld seam geometry avoids seam oversizing and reduces consumption  
of filler material

 ▪ The optional upgrade with the radial oscillator is great to produce weave welds and  
compensate positioning deviations of the workpieces

Specifications

TRAC WL PRO

Order No. 453.0010.0

Welding position horizontal PA, PB, PC

Welding position vertical PF

Curved seam convex R min (mm) 1.500

Curved seam concave R min (mm) 1.500

Minimum workpiece thickness (mm) 5

Ground clearance (mm) 5

Pulling force horizontal (N) 220

Pulling force vertical (N) 150

Torch adjustment range (X/Y) (mm) 35/35

Speed horizontal (cm/min) 0-120

Speed vertical (cm/min) 0-110

Voltage (V) 230/115 Multivoltage

Power (W) 25

Weight, net (kg) 14

Dimensions (L/B/H) (mm) 404x447x360
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TRAC WL PRO Lorch welding carriages

Application spectrum

Stich welding

Program storage

Oscillation radialContinuous welding Dual torch welding

Horizontal welding Vertical welding

Convex curved  
welding

Concave curved  
welding

Manual or machine 
torch welding
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TRAC WL PROLorch welding carriages

Horizontal welding Oblique surface welding

Welding with torch and Flexible 
Track on same side

Welding with torch alongside 
Flexible Track

Vertical welding

Welding of convex geometry

Welding with torch on opposite 
side of Flexible Track

Curved surface welding

Welding of concave geometry

Welding technology

Remote-
Control
Socket

MIG-MAG TIG-CWTIG

Interface to welding Inverter
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